Tip sheet

How to stay
motivated until
your next getaway?

Coming back from holidays can feel like a dread. We
start unpacking our bags and packing out work stuff
to dive back into the routine. Looking back to past
moments as happier moments can make everything
feel longer and make you less productive and
terribly unhappy.

Unwind, relax, and deepen
into the present moment
ECKHART TOLLE

Great news!
There are a few tips to stay motivated and present in
between adventures that will help you enjoy more
and appreciate the beauty of things right in front of
you.
With this, by the time your next adventure comes,
you'll be fully recharged to enjoy and live it to the
fullest.

Stay
motivated!

1
Do an appreciation braindump.
Get a pen and a pad and just start
writing down all of the things you
are happy to get back to (yes!
seeing your mum and your
favourite mug can be one of them).

2

Remember:
You've come
such a long way
already

Create a WIN BOX and put your
achievements and things from
your current job or activity that
you're proud of in it.

Print
out
your
favourite
inspirational quotes that make you
believe everything is possible
- stick them around your home!

3

Stay
motivated!

4
Print some of your travel pictures
to remind yourself of what you've
seen and enjoyed - It's only a few
of the many beautiful places this
wide world has to offer.

5

Put a reminder on your phone to
make time for the things that
bring you joy. (From a walk in the
park, a cup of coffee or facetiming
your besties).
- Visualise how they make you
feel, really tune in with how it
feels and use that recharging
energy to keep going.

Remember:
Remember:
Great adventures
are around the
corner

6

Create a vision board and pin your
bucket list dreams to it.
- Reminding yourself what's on
the other end of the line will help
you stay focused.

Thank You!
I hope you found this checklist helpful for staying motivated in
between adventures, so you can stay in the present and start
learning to enjoy the little things in life.
I'd love to hear about your adventures! Come tell me your story
via the contact details below.

@LIFELOVERSMAG
WWW.LIFELOVERSMAGCOM
HELLO@LIFELOVERSMAG. COM

